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Overview

Benefits  Product Description

McCain’s Signal Visors increase signal visibility in sunlight while still allowing an unobstructed view for multiple lanes of 
approaching drivers and pedestrians.  McCain produces a range of standard and angled visors including tunnel, full circle, 
and cap, that offer a variety of signal viewing angles.  Whether you are looking for aluminum or polycarbonate, Federal yellow, 
signal green, black, or custom colors, McCain has the visors to meet your needs.

Increases signal visibility in sunlight•	

Available in a variety of materials, sizes, styles, and •	
angles to meet your specific requirements

Twist-on tabs facilitate ease of installation•	

One-piece construction (except Scoop Visor)•	

McCain’s Signal Visors, molded polycarbonate or stamped 
and formed aluminum, are available in eight inch and 12 inch 
signal configurations. Integrally formed, twist-on mounting 
tabs make installation and maintenance a snap, and a standard 
three degree downward tilt facilitates signal visibility.

Specialty visors include the 45° Angle Visor and the Scoop 
Visor. The 45° Angle Visor comes in two standard lengths, 18” 
and 27” and in right and left versions. It is designed to narrow 
visibility for locations such as an angled intersection.

The Scoop Visor is designed to resist snow build-up on signal 
lenses in colder climates. A louvered vent on top and an open 
bottom contribute to the increased vertical movement of air 
across the face of the signal lens thereby increasing resistance 
to the deposit of snow.
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Dimensions rounded to the nearest 0.1”
All visors shown are 12” signal versions
Dimensions shown in Cap front view and degree of tilt shown in

side view are typical of all 12” visors

Standard Features
One-piece construction (except Scoop)•	
Twist-on mounting tabs•	
3° downward tilt•	

General Specifications

Dimensions: Standard Visors:
Diameter            Depth

8” 8”
12” 12”

45° Angle Visors: 8” 18”
12” 18”
12” 27”

Degree of Tilt: 3° (down)

Material: Aluminum: Type 3003, very good corrosion resis-
tance, 0.050” thick

Polycarbonate (standard visors only): Ultraviolet 
and heat stabilized, flame retardant, permanently 
colored, 0.10” nominal thickness

Finish(es): Aluminum: Powder coated
Polycarbonate (standard visors only): Colored resins 
integral to visor

Color(s): Exterior: Federal yellow, signal green, black, or custom
Interior: Flat black

Mounting: Twist-on tabs

Shipping Weight: 1 - 4 lbs., varies based on material, size, and style

Options
Other lengths available•	
Degree of tilt•	
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